Emergency Extraction Information for Aircraft
N57BC

(Single Place & Two Place Canopy)

Aircraft Type: Aviat PITTS-S2C
Registration: N57BC
Pilot Name: Bill Cornick
Emergency Contact Name:
SINGLE PLACE CANOPY

Tabs on both sides of canopy must be raised at the same time to allow canopy to open.

(See below photo's)
CANOPY CLOSED LOCKED
CANOPY OPEN
TWO PLACE CANOPY

CANOPY CLOSED & LOCKED
CANOPY UNLOCKED
CANOPY MOVED BACK TO OPEN
CANOPY OPEN WITH TOP WING FUEL TANK CAP ABOVE WING
PRIMARY HARNESS IS THE BLACK, 5 WAY HARNESS WITH ONE RELEASE BUCKLE. THE SECOND HARNESS IS A RED BELT WITH A SINGLE RELEASE BUCKLE.
Fuel System
N57BC

SMOKE TANK IN FRONT COCKPIT
BELOW MAIN FUEL TANK